Hot Water Bottle Cover Pattern by Hobium
Materials:
•

2 skeins of La Mia Just Wool Khaki Green (LT005) yarn

•

1 skein of La Mia Just Wool Beige (LT004) yarn

•

5 mm crochet hook

Abbreviations:
Ch: Chain
Hdc: Half double crochet
Sc: Single crochet
Sk: Skip
Sl-st: Slip stitch
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Mr: Magic ring
Tr: Treble crochet
Dc: Double crochet

Pattern:
We are starting with khaki green yarn.
1. 40ch
2. 1hdc in third chain from hook and in every chain till the end of the row. In the last
chain, make 3hdc and then continue to the other side of the chains. Again, 1hdc in
each chain and 2hdc in the last chain.
3. 1hdc in each chain. Repeat this until you have 33 rows.
We will continue with beige yarn.
4. 1sc in each chain.
5. 3ch, skip 1ch and do 1sl-st till the end of the row. Finish.
6. 50ch and use it as a cord in 25th row.
Heart Shaped Decoration
We will use beige yarn.
1. Mr, 3tr, 3dc, 1tr, 3dc, 3tr. (13)
2. In the second row, 1sc in the first chain, 3tr in each next three chains, 2dc in each next
two chains, 2tr in the next chain, 2dc in each next two chains, 3tr in each next three
chains, 1sc in the last chain. (30)
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3. 1sc in each first two chains, 2tr to each next six chains, 1dc to each next seven chains,
1tr to the next chain, 1dc to each next seven chains, 2tr to each next six chains, 1sc in
the last chain. (42)
4. 4sc, 2dc to each next ten chains, 1dc to each chain till you reach the bottom corner of
the heart, 1tr to define the bottom corner of the heart, 2dc to each next ten chains, 1dc
to each chain till you have 4 chains left, 4sc to each of the last 4 chains. Finish.
We will sew this heart shaped decoration on the cover.
It’s done!
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